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About This Game

Dogs of War: Kill to Survive - A game about the war, where you will play as an ordinary soldier. You will face all the horrors of
the war and feel how it is to fight in a modern war.

Prepare to explore the battlefield for making important tactical, psychological decisions. Choose your style of fighting: secretly
make your way to the enemy's rear? Or a direct encounter with the enemy? Use all your accumulated knowledge to destroy the

enemy and survive!

In this game there are no detection indicators or other auxiliary tools, the outcome of the battle is decided only by your
attentiveness and vigilance!

Key Features:
* The big open world

* Well-transmitted atmosphere of war
* Many types of firearms
* Excellent optimization

* Detailed locations
* Unique sound effects

* The presence of various types of military hardware
* Unique sound effects
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Title: Dogs of War: Kill to Survive
Genre: Action, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Star Tactics Team
Publisher:
Star Tactics Team
Release Date: 24 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (64bit)

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz or AMD Dual-Core Athlon 2.5 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9800GT / AMD Radeon HD 5670 / Intel HD Graphics 4000 with 512 MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 14 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX®-compatible on-board

English,French,Italian,German,Simplified Chinese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Thai,Turkish,Czech,Japanese,Traditional Chinese
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I love these style of racers and really wanted to recommend this, however the game is very lacking and doesn't justify the price.
There are some great examples of mobile games which blow this away, take wreckless racing as an example.
I know this is VR, but just adding VR viewing to a basic game doesn't make it any more fun.

The last track of the set showed some potential, its bigger, had some character and wasn't totally flat like all the others.
The car unlocks are pointless as they don't drive any different.
To unlock the tracks you will have to play the same races over and over, there isn't even a reverse mode.

This is a real shame as the genre has lots of potential in VR.

Get an Amiga emulator and play supercars II..... you'll have a lot more fun.. Damn...... This game gave me the chills.
 Time to migrate to some remote region in Africa with no electricity. That's when you know big brother ain't watching.

For a 5 hour game (perhaps longer if you decide to replay it to explore more options), you should get the game during discount.

Music was great. Kept pumping heavy bass into my ears. Best if you've got good audio drivers on your PC or maybe an amp.

Rating : 1984\/10 (it's a reference). To my opinion, it's by far the worst game of Sapphire Dragon Productions. Usually, i
like their games, but this one... Backgrounds are only photos, often not well chosen because they don't match with the
characters. And i can't find any interest in the the match-3 mini game, which repeats quite often.... I played this when I
was younger because of interesting gameplay mechanic.
I played this now because of how beautiful this game and this soundtrack is.
I will play it again someday to fully understand the message of it.

This is one of those masterpieces that make videogames an art. And if you don't agree with this statement, you should
try out this one.. This is actually quite brilliant, way better then other games i seen attemping the same. Reminds me a
bit about the Indenity Role Play trailer where you can decorate your apartments\/houses but this is in VR. Some people
will cry their eyes out about lack of direction or goals, but i had a absolute blast in this. The TV and Computer was
quite cool, can't wait for higher res hmd's for stuff like this.

Lots of things can be tweaked, stuff like controlling placements or guides. But whats there is enough to get around
with, i'm impressed that this is made by such a young developer and as a singleman\/small team.

If you have a dedicated VR space you can probably impress people with copy of rooms or have someone sit down in a
virtual sofa watching\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665on youtube.
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Windows live. Not much more to say.. I loved Serafina's Crown so much that as soon as I was done with it, I went online to the
developer's webpage and bought the preceding story the same night.

I have over a dozen story\/novel game titles in my Steam library, both visual and non, and half of them are garbage. But I keep
trying because eventually I find titles like this that make it worthwhile.

What made this title standout for me? In this particular case, I couldn't find a character in the story that I did not like. Even the
most unlikable one had a certain malevolent charm. With many stories I find I'm barely moved by the protagonist, let alone the
supporting characters. In this story, I was so interested in the supporting characters I felt I had to get the original story
immediately. Also, the voice acting for the whole lot of them was impressive even when compared to mainstream expensive
titles. They seemed so energetic and invested, it made it much more fun.

This is primarily why I recommend this game. I feel there is a good chance other visual novel fans will really like these
characters as well. Additionally, the storyline itself is very enjoyable, the political\/debate system intriguing, and the visuals
engaging.

A couple cautions. First, not all text is voiced, mainly just the major parts of the storyline. I purchased the title without
expecting the voices so it was just a bonus for me. Second, it can be more difficult to win the debate mini-game if you don't
focus on one character\/house to support. Call me neutral or wishy-washy, but I kept spreading my points around even when it
meant losing some debates. Still, I got the ending I was hoping for, so I'm not complaining.. top GOod svedwish. Obviously, the
game dev, who is Okazaki Nagisa herself, made this game to show the grateness of Dango to the whole world.

10/10 Fuko Stars. Co-op suport is only local splitscreen, misleading tags made me buy this game.. A pretty good time killer and
quite challenging in the later levels. The game has a nostalgic feel of the good old RTS games.. This game is literally unplayable.
When the game starts, you are killed immediatelly. No luck after trying to figure out how it works after a longer session.

What is more annoying is when you have two monitors, the mouse is moving out from the primary monitor and the game loses
focus.

AVOID!. Amazing little puzzle game like I love them !

Pros :

\u2022 Smart puzzles and mechanisms
\u2022 Nice background music
\u2022 More than decent graphics for a puzzle game
\u2022 Kinda cheap price\/time ratio

Neutral :

\u2022 The 'Haloween' achievement which can ONLY be obtained when it's Haloween (even if you change your system date) -
don't know if it's fixed by now, bought in on Haloween sales and finished it today, so i'm not concerned about it.
\u2022 Some action parts (lasers) but in the end not that hard and not that common so it's OK. There are timers too, but they
actually fit well in the puzzles mechanisms (you can always trigger the same timer if you were too slow the first time).

Cons :

\u2022 Too short in my opinion. There are less and less levels the more Worlds you unlock...so sad :\/ Last world is only 1 single
easy level (not even a level, just some kind of conclusion to the story)...
By adding just a few more levels they could have charged twice the price.

Highly recommanded for every puzzle lover !. Stealth and remotely-detonated bombs somehow combined, challenge and high
replayability... And a level editor and user-generated levels on top of that! It's a great game to kill some time, and provides a lot
of bang for your buck considering it's a $5 game. Definitely worth checking out the demo if any of that sounds at all enjoyable
to you. This game surprised me.. Very short game with a playtime of 10-20 Minutes. Graphics are okay for such a small game,
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music and sound too. Gameplay could be good, but:

1. It's WAY too easy
2. repetitive
3:and glitchy

I've played it with a controller (you still need the keyboard then) and was able to move through the walls with the blocks in
levels where you have to controll two of them. This bug doesn't seem possible while playing with the keyboard, but it bothers
me a little bit, that the blocks don't have to be on their goal. It's enough when they have at least touched it.

So, is it worth the price or not? Well, if you want to have some fun for a few minutes and want to support a small team of
developers, then why not. Would they add more levels with higher difficulties and maybe some more puzzles, fix the bugs, then
it would be a good game.
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